It would be heretical to survey of the field of soldier studies without talking about Bell Wiley, and for good reason. For the four-score years following the war, serious history paid scant attention to anyone other than high-ranking officers, until Wiley's The Life of Johnny Reb (1943) and later companion volume, The Life of Billy Yank (1952) , brought to light the experiences and daily lives of enlisted men. Wiley's work is therefore descriptive, and on those grounds unlikely to be surpassed. It is hard to imagine anyone ever being able to tell us more about what Union soldiers ate and wore, what their shelter looked like, what songs they sang, and how they amused themselves in camp. Chances are, if anyone tries, the result will not extend beyond niggling detail and minutiae that does little to alter the way we think about the rank-and-file Union soldier, the war he fought, the world he came from, or the world his war helped to bring about. (2001) is largely descriptive, but new work, again largely in essay, article, and conference paper form, is beginning to grapple with the particular challenges presented by Union soldiers and religion. Specifically, the importance of religion to soldiers' lives and worlds is undeniable, but it is also deeply interior and personal. An older but still valuable work, Gardiner Shattuck's A Shield and a Hiding Place (1987) Finally, historians of Union soldiers are finally beginning to overcome one of the field's greatest occupational hazards, and that is going home as soon as the guns fall silent. It is not hard to understand why studies of Civil War soldiers have, by and large, ended shortly after Appomattox since at that point most men ceased to be soldiers, with the notable exception of the black Union soldiers discussed in Elizabeth Leonard' War (2010) have all explicitly taken Union war veterans as their subjects and starting points for asking important questions about the postwar period. Perhaps the sudden burst of works on Civil War veterans can help historians of Union soldiers, and Civil War historians generally, better connect the antebellum, wartime, and postbellum worlds. After all, soldiers did not suddenly come into existence the moment they enlisted, nor did their lives cease at muster out, and there really is no way to examine long-term effects of the war without taking postwar decades into account.
Big questions about the Civil War -questions about freedom, the State, race, gender, the place of the United States in the world, and religion-did not start and stop with the Civil War either. Maybe Billy Yank can help us take those on, especially if the historians who study him further the promising developments of placing him in a world context, and trying to understand him both before and after the Civil War.
